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1. Introduction

Rapid growth in the technology for multimedia acquisition, storage, transmission,

visualization, and interaction, has contributed to an amazing growth in the amount

of multimedia. As content generation and diffusion increase, the need for efficient

tools to filter, search, and retrieve this content becomes even more acute. In recent

years, the problem of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has attracted the interest

of scientists, especially on media descriptors, similarity measures, and search optimi-

zation through databases.

The architecture of a CBIR system is presented in Fig. 1. A subsystem extracts the

descriptors from the images of the database (offline) and from the key image used as

the query (online). The other subsystem is the search engine, which generates the im-

ages similar to this query (online). In the last few years many CBIR systems have

been developed. Most of them (QBIC [1], Photobook [2], VisualSEEk [3], SWIM

[4], ImageScape [5], NeTra [6], etc.) use color, texture, and shape as attributes for im-

age description by evaluating them on the whole image. Some systems include the

user in a search loop with a relevant feedback mechanism in order to adapt contin-

uously the search parameters according to the user�s choices [7]. The question that

one can ask is what correlation exists between image descriptors and its semantic

content, knowing that generally the user queries are based on semantic and not on

low-level image features. In SIMPLIcity system [8] the authors use a semantic clas-

sification of the image database (indoor/outdoor, city/landscape, textured/non-tex-

tured, etc.) combined with a region-based image decomposition. Then the

descriptors are chosen according to the semantic sense detected in the key image.

Traditional CBIR systems describe the image with global properties, calculated

on the whole image. A complementary approach consists in considering only some

objects of interest (OOI), which carry the most information about the image. In this

perspective, we propose two approaches:

• A global one, without user interaction, where global descriptors are extracted

from the whole image.

Fig. 1. CBIR generic architecture.
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• A local one, where the user will have to specify some OOI from which local

descriptors will be automatically extracted.

This paper focuses on the local approach assuming that the user starts a query with

an OOI selected in an image. We think that this is an efficient way to enrich the CBIR

system with new functionalities. In addition to the indexing and retrieval engine, the

system IMALBUM presented in this study proposes an original tool for visual nav-

igation in the image database and a semantic content analysis and identification tool.

Section 2 details the color image segmentation method. Section 3 deals with the

descriptors developed for color, texture, and shape features. The similarity measures

are detailed in Section 4. The IMALBUM system and its functions are presented in

Section 5. Experiments and results are presented and discussed in the last section.

2. Color image segmentation

Image segmentation, which is one of the most important steps in image analysis,

aims to divide the given image into uniform and homogeneous regions with respect

to characteristic features. For this purpose, we introduce a new approach for color

image segmentation based on cross entropy minimization [9]. In an image retrieval

context, the query image segmentation as well as the extraction of key OOI descrip-

tors are real time procedures. That is why, we privilege the use of a fast and simple

segmentation. The proposed method is composed of two stages: A color reduction in

the color space (quantization), and a spatial regularization which merges adjacent

regions in the image space. The parameters that this method uses are evaluated au-

tomatically by taking into account factors of visual perception. Thus the number of

color classes is not fixed by the user but determined by the method according to

the colorimetric content of the image. The stopping criteria are the homogeneity

of the color classes and their number of pixels.

2.1. Color quantization

The proposed color quantization is based on minimum cross entropy (MCE). The

cross entropy [10] is a measure between two probability distributions P ¼ p1; . . . ; pn
and Q ¼ q1; . . . ; qn, which allows to evaluate the information theoretical distance,

therefore the degree of likeness, between the two distributions:

EðQ; P Þ ¼
XN

k¼1

qk log2
qk

pk

� �

: ð1Þ

In image processing, the image is considered as a probability distribution in which

the pi probability of the ith pixel is given by the ratio between its gray level and the

sum of the gray levels of all the image�s pixels. Then the MCE technique is used to

threshold a gray level image because it permits to obtain an optimal threshold which

minimizes the dissimilarity between original and threshold images. For a given

threshold value, the cross entropy between the two images is proportional to:
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gðtÞ ¼
Xt�1

j¼1

jhj ln
j

l1ðtÞ

� �

þ
XL

j¼t

jhj ln
j

l2ðtÞ

� �

; ð2Þ

where L is the number of gray levels in the image, hj is the number of pixels with gray

level j; and l1 and l2 are the mean values of the pixels belonging, respectively, to

class 1 and class 2 of the segmentation map [11]. This method allows us to find the

optimal threshold topt, which splits the original image histogram into two classes

(Fig. 2).

An extension of this method to the use of two variables is possible [12]. Indeed,

starting with a gray level image, it is possible to deduce from it an image relating

to a given characteristic (for example local entropy). The image resulting from the

normalized sum of the two preceding images represents a new variable M , defined

as a combination of their respective variables x1 (gray level) and x2 (e.g., local

entropy).

The application of the CEM to this new image will subdivide its 2D histogram

into two classes (Fig. 3). The form of the subdivision depends on the selected com-

bination (M ¼ x1 þ x2 in Fig. 3A and M ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðx1Þ2 þ ðx2Þ2
q

in Fig. 3B).

The segmentation of a color image is thus possible by extension of the preceding

approach by considering images of the three color components and by using this

process in an iterative way. The selected combination is given by:

Fig. 2. The division of 1D histogram with two classes.

Fig. 3. Partitioning of the x1; x2 plane by cross entropy minimization.
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Ikðm; nÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

X3

i¼1

ðCiðm; nÞ � Ok;iÞ2
v
u
u
t ; ð3Þ

where the origin was relocated towards the centroid CDk ¼ ðOk;1;Ok;2;Ok;3Þ which

represents the dominant color of the image at the kth iteration and corresponds to

the maximum of the 3D histogram at this iteration. In Eq. (3), Ikðm; nÞ represents the
Euclidean color distance between the color of the pixel ðm; nÞ belonging to the class

being subdivided and the dominant color of this class, and where Ci is the ith color

component of the pixel ðm; nÞ. The image Ik corresponds to the distance image be-

tween the color of each pixel and the dominant color at the kth iteration. We choose

the Lab color space for which the Euclidean distance is a good approximation of the

color distance. In the first iteration, the whole image is considered as the class to split

(Fig. 4).

The thresholding of Ik with the MCE method provides the optimal threshold

which splits the ‘‘distance’’ image into two classes: Ck;i whose pixels are near CDk

and Ck;i whose pixels are far from it. This method can be repeated on each found

class, splitting it into two new classes (Fig. 5). Resulting from this phase, we have

a quantized image, that is to say a class-map of the original image with the label

of the associated color class of each pixel. In spatial domain each class is formed with

a set of similar separated regions of the original image (Fig. 5(a.i)), while in color

domain each class is characterized by its dominant color and variance (Fig. 5(b.i)).

2.2. Region merging

The quantized image is composed of numerous spatial regions. The purpose of the

merging step is to reduce this over-segmented image, in order to extract significant

regions, corresponding to the real objects of the scene. Our approach has the advan-

tage of selecting exactly the number of final regions.

Fig. 4. Segmentation procedure for k ¼ 1.
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2.2.1. The region adjacency graph

The efficiency of an algorithm depends on the data schema used. The purpose of

the algorithm is to merge adjacent similar regions. Thus a good representation to op-

erate is a region adjacency graph [13], which is an algebraic structure that contains a

set of nodes and a set of edges. Each node represents a connected region, and each

edge represents an adjacency between two regions. Edges are evaluated by the color

distance between the two corresponding regions.

2.2.2. General algorithm

Once the image has been quantized, we have its class-map, a gray level image with

labels of the classes. First, this resulting gray levels image is spatially regularized, i.e.,

alone pixels are replaced by the most represented class in a V8 neighborhood.

Second, connected regions are extracted and labeled. The result is a region-map of

the image. Thanks to the region-map, the RAG is processed, and distances between

adjacent regions are calculated. The reduction of the graph can then be processed: at

each iteration the smallest edge of the graph is eliminated, thus the corresponding

regions are merged; then the graph is updated. When two regions are merged, the

color of the resulting region is that of the largest region. Colors are not merged in

order to keep original colors from the quantization, and also in order to prevent

the merging of too many regions by a chaining phenomenon.

This graph reduction stops when the number of regions reaches the queried num-

ber chosen by the user.

Fig. 5. Class determination with the proposed approach. (a.i) represents the segmented image at the ith

iteration with i dominant colors, and (b.i) represents the histogram classes at the ith iteration (projection

in the plan).
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2.2.3. Color difference measurement

The measure of color differences is one of the most difficult problems that exist in

color distribution analysis. It depends on the color space and also on the color metric

used. We use the Lab color space which is perceptually uniform, that is to say the

Euclidean distance between two colors is proportional to the perceived difference be-

tween them. The distance Dij used in our method is equal to the Euclidean distance in

Lab space EDij, weighted by the Nij coefficient introduced in [14]. Nij measures the

nesting between the two corresponding regions. The color distance is also weighted

by a Aij coefficient in order to eliminate the smallest regions:

Dij ¼ EDij � Nij � Aij; ð4Þ
where Nij ¼ minðPi; PjÞ=4Pij, Pi is the perimeter of the ith region, Pij is the size of the

common border between ith and jth regions, and Aij is given by:

Aij ¼
� if ðNi < NbPixMin or Nj < NbPixMinÞ;
1 else;

�

where Ni is the number of pixels of the ith region, NbPixMin is a minimum number of

pixels fixed by the user, and � is a positive number near 0. The Aij factor can be

considerate as a filtering factor. When a region�s area is smaller than NbPixMin pixels,

it is considered too small, thus its distance with its adjacent regions is reduced by the

coefficient, equal to �. The considered region will be more easily merged with an-

other. It is a method to eliminate the smallest regions. The value of NbPixMin de-

pends on the queried size (or number) of final regions. The value of � has been

heuristically fixed to 0:01. This value makes it possible to considerably accelerate the

fusion of the smallest regions, while keeping the merging order. The aim of the Nij

factor is to consider the spatial disposition of the regions in the merging decision.

Regions with a large common border are more likely to belong to the same object,

thus their color distance is reduced (see Fig. 6).

Criteria of speed, simplicity and adaptability to the image content were essential

in the choice of the segmentation method. The parameters that this method uses are

evaluated automatically by taking into account visual perception factors. Thus the

number of color classes is not fixed by the user but determined by the method ac-

cording to the colorimetric content of the image. The stopping criteria are the homo-

geneity of the color classes and their number of pixels. The only parameter to be

Fig. 6. The complete segmentation process. (A) Original image, (B) quantized image (10 classes, 2850

regions), and (C) segmented image (5 classes, 32 regions).
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fixed is the number of regions, but it has a rather relative importance because, once

the segmentation processed, the user defines his object of interest by clicking on re-

gions which constitute it. In practice we have not fixed the number of regions, but a

threshold for the color distance used during the region merging. Thus the number of

regions is fixed, also, according to the content of the image.

Another reason for the choice of this method is the fact that the principle of the

cross entropy minimization is based on the search of the threshold which maximizes

the similarity between the original image and the thresholded image, which appears

relevant to us for a retrieval system based on similarity and therefore by resemblance

with the key image. Lastly, another advantage of our method is that it is coupled

with the color feature. Indeed, the majority of the used color descriptors are deter-

mined during the segmentation step.

2.3. Object of interest selection

Fig. 7 illustrates the OOI extraction which is processed manually, with the help of

segmentation. First, the user chooses the part of the image which contains what he is

interested by (Fig. 7A). Then the segmentation process is performed in the selected

window (Fig. 7C). Finally the user clicks on a set of regions (10 in Fig. 7C example)

in order to define his OOI (Fig. 7D). The OOI is thus extracted (Fig. 7E).

Of course, the OOI definition is very dependent of the segmentation results. If the

segmentation fails to distinguish the object from the background, the OOI extraction

will be very complicated. This indexing method requires the intervention of an oper-

ator to select the OOI, however, it presents the benefit of not freezing the description

of an image with key words, sometimes subjective, but rather to describe the image

according to its contents (color, texture, and shape). We currently work on the inte-

gration of key words in the image description. Note that several OOI per image can

be selected by the user.

3. Object of interest description

Color, texture, and shape are used as low-level attributes for OOI description. The

high discrimination power of the color makes it one of the most widely used visual

Fig. 7. OOI selection. Original image (A), selected area (B), segmented area (C), OOI defined by the user

by clicking in several segmented regions (D), and the resulting OOI (E).
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features in image retrieval. We fixed our choice on OOI dominant color descriptor.

The texture and shape features are relevant in our local approach as well as the color

one. We thus used entropy and inverse moment issued from co-occurrence matrix for

texture description and ART coefficients for shape description.

We think that the choice of descriptors invariance is related to the user request. In

certain situations, the invariance of descriptors will be desirable (same objects on

various scales, independence to brightness, etc.), whereas sometimes, the variance

of some descriptors can be requested. The proposed local approach concerns OOI.

We have thus supposed that the request generally relate to a given object, primarily

characterized by its shape, and possibly by its texture and its color. It seemed to us,

in this context, that shape descriptor invariance is important. The description step

gives to each image as many descriptors as its number of selected OOI.

3.1. Color

The object of interest color descriptors are the dominant colors CDi in the OOI,

and their variance ri and percentage pi [15]. The values of CDi are supplied directly

by the segmentation, and the corresponding variance and percentage are computed

on the OOI. We assume that the number of dominant colors is up to 4. Tests carried

out on a heterogeneous base of more than 2000 images enabled us to validate this

assumption. It is thus possible to describe an object by 1, 2, 3 or 4 colors. Therefore,

each OOI selected by the user is described by:

ðCD1; p1; r1
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

dominant
color 1

;CD2; p2; r2
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

dominant
color 2

;CD3; p3; r3
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

dominant
color 3

;CD4; p4; r4
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

dominant
color 4

Þ; ð5Þ

where CDi is the color vector ðLi; ai; biÞ corresponding to the ith dominant color, pi is

the percentage vector ðpLi ; pai ; pbi Þ corresponding to the ith dominant color, and ri is

the variance vector ðrL
i ; r

a
i ; r

b
i Þ corresponding to the variances of the three color

components.

3.2. Texture

The texture characterizes the relationship between adjacent pixels. Many ap-

proaches exist for its description and extraction. As we consider a local region, the

texture attribute is significant and has to be used in an image retrieval scheme.

Motivated by the human perception of the texture, Tamura and al. [16] defined six

parameters to describe the most important texture properties for humans. Therefore

many CBIR systems used those parameters for texture description (QBIC [1], MARS

[17], MetaSEEk [18], etc.). The frequency transformations are also an attractive tool

in texture representation. VisualSEEk [3] and NeTra [6] systems used statistics

(means and variance) extracted from wavelet sub-bands. Some authors combined

different approaches, statistics and wavelet [19,20], neural networks and wavelet

[21]. Comparative studies are also performed. Ma and Manjunath [22] found out

that the Gabor features give better results than orthogonal, bi-orthogonal, and tree
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structured wavelet transforms. In [23], Ohanian and Dubes established that co-oc-

currence matrix performs better than Markov Random Field, multi-channel filter-

ing, and fractal-based representations.

We have chosen two texture parameters among the 14 parameters proposed by

Haralick [24], calculated using the co-occurrence matrix relating to the image of

brightness L, in the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions. Certain compara-

tive studies about texture descriptors [25,26] showed that the two chosen parameters,

‘‘ent: entropy’’ and ‘‘idm: inverse moment,’’ have the strongest discrimination capac-

ity. This approach for the texture description also presents the benefit to be applied

to an OOI of unspecified shape and not necessarily rectangular.

3.3. Shape

3.3.1. Region description with ART

The shape feature is performed with a generalized version of the angular radial

transform (ART) [27,28] descriptor proposed by MPEG-7. ART is a region-based

shape descriptor which measures the pixel distribution within a 2D object or a re-

gion. Since it is based on both boundary and internal pixels, it can describe complex

objects containing multiple disconnected regions as well as simple objects with or

without holes. This region-based shape descriptor belongs to the broad class of shape

analysis techniques based on the moment [27]. Conceptually, the descriptor works by

decomposing the shape using a number of orthogonal 2D basis functions (complex-

values), defined by ART. The normalized and quantized coefficients obtained are

used to describe the shape. Typically, the radial variation is 3 and the angular var-

iation is 12 to obtain 35 coefficients.

3.3.2. ART drawbacks

Two drawbacks of ART have to be underlined. First, ART recommended by the

MPEG-7 standard is limited to binary image only. ART is not adapted to color ob-

jects. In order to index an object or a segmented region in a color or a gray level im-

age, we propose an extension which combines the shape information and the spatial

distribution of the dominant colors of the region: color angular radial transform

(CART) [29].

The second drawback of ART transform concerns its invariance to rotations. As

the basis functions are symmetrical in the angular direction, the invariance is inher-

ent for planar rotations. However, non-planar rotations are not taken into account.

Such a rotation induces a real deformation of the original shape due to the perspec-

tive projection on the image plan. In this study, we generalize in the next section the

basis functions in order to ensure invariance to non-planar rotations (generalized

CART).

3.3.3. Color ART

The basis functions of the color ART are the same as those of the ART transform.

The color object is first represented in the perceptually uniform ðL�; a�; b�Þ color

space. As we already index the spatial distribution of the dominant colors of the
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object (Section 3.1), the chrominance part of the information is not projected on the

basis functions.

Only the luminance component is considered to compute the ART coefficients.

Note that MPEG-7 suggests the ART transform to be applied on binary objects.

Like many systems [8,30], we used the luminance for the calculation of the parame-

ters. The application of ART on the luminance component allows to take into

account the internal variations of the objects (contours, holes, texture, etc.).

3.3.4. Generalization of CART to non-planar rotations (GCART)

The goal of this generalization is to make the CART invariant to non-planar

transformations that an object undergoes within an image. An object in a natural

scene does not have any chance to be parallel to the plan of the camera. This highly

probable situation will disturb its shape in the image and will prevent the identifica-

tion. In Fig. 8, a plane object (stamp) is seen with three angles of acquisition and cor-

responds to three different shapes projected on the same image plane. To obtain

CART descriptor invariant to non-planar rotations, it is necessary to generalize

the CART transformation with new basis functions (GCART) (Fig. 8).

In order to define the transformations undergone by an object during non-planar

rotations and projection on the image plane, we discretize the disturbance space ac-

cording to three parameters: radial direction 1, rotation angle w, and perspective co-

efficient p. A partitioning of the space of the deformations in K ¼ k1 � kw � kp
planes of projection is considered. The basis functions are deformed in a same

way to obtain K sets. Each object is indexed with these K sets of projected basis func-

tions. The number of projections is limited to have a reasonable computation com-

plexity. The values, k1 ¼ 12, kw ¼ 3, and kp ¼ 3, are chosen for the examples

presented in Section 6. In other words, we dispose of K ¼ 108 sets of coefficients

to describe a shape. This means 108 distances to measure the similarity between a

query and a given referenced object. This similarity measure is detailed in Section

4.1.3.

Fig. 8. Example of plane object seen according to various angles and example of basic functions projected

on the support plane of the object to be identified.
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4. Similarity measures

4.1. Marginal matching

4.1.1. Color similarity

We propose a new distance for color image similarity measure, in order to match

the visual query to the targets [31]. The difficulty lies in the coupling of the different

dominant colors of the two images we try to fit. In our case, images are described by

their color descriptors (Dominant color, Percentage, and Spread out). Assuming that

each dominant color can be modeled by a Gaussian distribution, a new image histo-

gram is generated from the color descriptor. In other words, we model the 3D Lab

distribution of the quantized images (with up to four dominant colors in this study)

using a mixture of Gaussian distributions (Fig. 9) centered on each dominant color.

The histogram contribution of every dominant color CDi is given by:

HðxÞ ¼ pi

ri

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p exp

(

� ðx� CDiÞ2
2r2

i

)

; ð6Þ

where pi is the dominant color percentage, ri is the variance, while the value x of the

color corresponds to the bin number in the histogram. The resulting histogram is the

sum of the dominant color contributions (Fig. 9). This approach allows us to inte-

grate all the color descriptors in the modeled histogram. A Kullback distance [10] is

thus performed in its symmetric form to measure the similarity between two gen-

erated distributions HQ and HI then the color distance between the query images Q

and a database image I :

dcðQ; IÞ ¼
XN

n¼1

X3

m¼1

ðqn;m � in;mÞ log2
qn;m þ 1

in;m þ 1

� �

; ð7Þ

where N is the number of histogram bins (256),M is the number of color components

(M ¼ 3 for Lab space), qn;m is the percentage of the mth component of the nth color in

Q, and in;m is the percentage of the mth component of the nth color in I .

Fig. 9. Example of the generation of 1D histogram for one of Lab components considering three dominant

colors.
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4.1.2. Texture similarity

The texture similarity measurement is calculated using the Euclidean distance

between the normalized texture coefficients:

dtðQ; IÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðentq � entiÞ2 þ ðidmq � idmiÞ2
q

: ð8Þ

4.1.3. Shape similarity

The ART similarity between two objects is measured by the L1 distance between

their series of opposite quantified ART coefficients. The distance between the objects

Q and I is measured by:

dARTðQ; IÞ ¼
1

35

X35

i¼1

ArtQ½i�
�
� � ArtI ½i�

�
�: ð9Þ

For GCART, knowing that each object is described by K ¼ k1 � kw � kp series of

ART coefficients created from the basis functions projected on K planes of projec-

tions, the shape similarity distance between Q and I is achieved by computing a set of

distances dARTðQ; IjÞ. For each value of j, the ART coefficients of Q computed on the

original basis functions and those of I computed on the jth projection of the basis

functions are compared using (9). Then the shape distance between Q and I is given

by:

dsðQ; IÞ ¼ min
j2ðk1;kw;kpÞ

1

35

X35

i¼1

ArtQ½i�
�
� � ArtIj ½i�

�
�

!

; ð10Þ

where ArtQ is the set of ART coefficients of the key object and ArtIj is the set of

coefficients of the I object, calculated on the jth projection of the basis functions. The

minimum is considered in order to take into account all the possible perspective

views of the object.

4.2. Combining features for matching

To estimate the similarity between two images, we have to evaluate the marginal

similarities between their descriptors corresponding to the same attributes, then to

mix them together. A global similarity function DG is computed as a weighted

sum of the marginal similarities:

DG ¼ wc:dc þ ws:ds þ wt:dt; ð11Þ

where di and wi represent, respectively, the marginal normalized similarity and the

associated weight for the attribute i. i 2 fc; s; tg for color, shape, and texture. The

weights can be fixed interactively by the user according to his request or evaluated

automatically by the system when the image database classes are known with respect

to wc þ ws þ wt ¼ 1.
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5. IMALBUM: visual navigation, retrieval, and semantic content identification system

In this section, the IMALBUM system is presented. IMALBUM allows the user

to select an OOI in an image, then to use it as a query for retrieval. Several tools are

proposed to the user:

• Image segmentation (Section 2).

• User assistance for OOI selection (Section 2).

• OOI description (Section 3).

• Similarity evaluation (Section 4).

• OOI retrieval (Section 5).

• Visual navigation (Section 5).

• OOI content identification (Section 5).

Images that we use for our tests come from two commercial bases: Corel and

Goodshoot. In both cases, images are already classified semantically. Within the

framework of our paper, we have considered these classifications to be ‘‘ground

truth.’’

5.1. Retrieval tools

Fig. 10 shows the desktop of IMALBUM system. The retrieval system, is com-

posed of three windows. The query object is displayed in Fig. 10A, and the results

Fig. 10. The user friendly interface of IMALBUM system.
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of the search are provided in Fig. 10B. Three cursors allow the user to adjust the

search, according to the weights that he wants to give to the different characteristics

(color, texture, and shape). In Fig. 10C, results are displayed in a parametric way,

abscise and ordinate axes are descriptors chosen by the user (color and shape

descriptors in Fig. 10C example). This way of displaying shows to the user how

the resulting objects are distributed according to the features that he has selected

as important ones.

5.2. Visual navigation tools

The direct search is particularly effective when the user searches for a specific ob-

ject and knows which OOI to use as the query. If, on the contrary, he is searching for

a type of object and not a precise one, the user needs another database access mech-

anism. The proposed system proposes to couple traditional search with a system of

visual navigation. These two approaches are complementary. The navigation envi-

ronment allows the user to start from an overview of the database, and iteratively

zoom in on the interesting parts, until he can locate the desired object. The main

problem with navigation is how to produce a visualization of the whole collection

and how to provide an effective mechanism to navigate through the object database.

The navigation environment can work either for OOI or for entire images. Few stud-

ies on these problems exist [32,33]. Pecenovic et al. [34] proposes to carry out a pro-

jection of Sammon [35] on the base, in order to project it on the more discriminating

plane; the base is then classified in a hierarchical way, in order to allow the user to

gradually zoom in towards the part which interests him. Chen et al. [36] builds, start-

ing from the base, a hierarchical structure by agglomerating the closest objects. The

proposed approach consists in classifying the database into a hierarchical tree struc-

ture, and in projecting objects into a two-dimensional space where similar objects are

close to each other.

5.2.1. Browsing structure processing

Extraction of representative vectors. The aim of this stage is to extract, for each

image, using the descriptors obtained during the indexing stage, a representative vec-

tor V in order to represent the database by a cloud of points in a n-dimensional

space. n ¼ nc þ nf þ nt, with nc, nf , nt, respective sizes of the color, shape, and texture

descriptors.

Vi ¼ wc � Cj for 0 < i < nc and 0 < j < nc;

Vi ¼ wf � Fj for nc < i < nc þ nf and 0 < j < nf ;

Vi ¼ wt � Tj for nc þ nf < i < nc þ nf þ nt and 0 < j < nt;

ð12Þ

where Ci, Fi, and Ti represent coefficients of color, shape and texture descriptors,

after normalization. wc, wf , and wt are weighting factors according to the charac-

teristics to be privileged.

Hierarchical clustering. The database is organized into a hierarchical tree struc-

ture, in order to allow the user to zoom in on any particular region. To accomplish
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this we recursively cluster images in the higher dimensional space (n dimensions) into

regions that contain similar images. For each found region, we pick a representative

image that is closest to the centroid of the cluster. This tree structure helps users to

navigate efficiently through the image collection. At each level, the clustering step is

done via a k-means algorithm (a usual unsupervised fast classification method). Then

clusters are regularized (elimination of smallest clusters, merging of nearest clusters).

We create K clusters Gk characterized by their centroid G0
k . Images are grouped ac-

cording to their low-level descriptors (color, spatial coherency) and not according to

semantic criteria. Therefore, for the user certain images seem not to be in the correct

group. That is the reason why a fuzzy classification (fuzzy k-means algorithm) [37] is

processed after the k-means algorithm. The goal is to allow a given image to belong

to several clusters if necessary. In this algorithm, each point Pi is associated with a

percentage lik of membership to each fuzzy cluster GFk.

• First, lik coefficients are initialized according to the results of the k-mean algo-

rithm

lik ¼ 1 if Pi 2 Gk;

lik ¼ 0 if Pi 62 Gk:
ð13Þ

• Then fuzzy classes centroids G0
k are processed:

GF 0
k ¼

PN

i¼0ðlikÞmPi
PN

i¼0ðlikÞm
; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K; ð14Þ

where m is a weighting factor such as m 2�0; . . . ;þ1½. The larger m is, the fuzzier the

classification is, and the closer m is to 1, the more strict is the quantification.

• The percentages lik of membership are updated:

lik ¼
1

PK

j¼1ðdik=dijÞ
2=ðm�1Þ ; ð15Þ

where dik is the Euclidean distance between GF 0
k and pi.

• Lastly, we compare the matrices of membership U before and after the iteration:

kU P � U P�1k < �; ð16Þ
where P is the number of the current iteration, � is the threshold, and U is such

as: U ½i�½j� ¼ lij. The two stages (14) and (15) are repeated until the condition

(16) is checked. According to its percentages, an image can belong to several

clusters.

Multivariate data projection. The purpose of this step is to construct, for each clus-

ter, a visualizable map of images in which similar images are adjacent. The images

are represented by their vectors in a high dimensional space. This task amounts to

a multivariate data projection. There are several methods to accomplish this, includ-

ing Principal Component Analysis [38,39], multidimensional scaling [40,41], and

Sammons projection [35]. The chosen method is the PCA. It is a fast linear transfor-

mation that achieves the maximum distance preservation from the original high di-

mensional feature space to a 2D plane for our case. For each cluster, only
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representative images of its sub-clusters are displayed, thus the PCA projection is

performed only on these representative images, in order to project them on the

two principal axes which carry most information (i.e., variance). Experiments show

that the quantity of information (the inertia percentage) carried by the two principal

axis is more than 80%.

5.2.2. The browsing mechanism

Thanks to the pre-computed results of the hierarchical structuring and PCA

projection steps, the database is presented as a real time browsable space, via

the navigation window (Fig. 10D). A cursor allows to choose between various hi-

erarchical structures, according to the weights which the user wants to give to

shape, color, and texture features. When entering a cluster of the hierarchical tree

(A1 in Fig. 11), the user can see the representative images of each sub-clusters (B1,

B2, B3, and B4), or the whole cluster if this one is final. When clicking on a rep-

resentative image (B1) situated at the (N � 1) level, the user enters the sub-cluster

situated at the (N) level. Fig. 12 shows an example of navigation through a data-

base.

The window (Fig. 10E), presents the images of the current cluster as a cloud of

points, in order to be able to judge distribution of the images and the size of sub-clus-

ters. The user has also the possibility to select an image (Fig. 10F) and to place

Fig. 11. Hierarchical database structure. Each node situated at the N level corresponds to a cluster of

images, itself constituted of sub-clusters from the (N þ 1) level.

Fig. 12. An example of navigation.
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himself automatically in all the final groups where this image is present, which allows

a transverse navigation, in addition to in-depth navigation. Navigation and direct

search are complementary tools in our system. At any level of navigation, the user

can select an image in the navigation window and uses it as a key-image to launch

a search. Reciprocally, following a search request, the user can select one of the re-

turned images and visualize in the navigation window the final groups containing the

selected image.

5.3. Semantic content identification tool

This tool allows to associate a semantic meaning to the query. In order to high-

light the interest of such a tool, a well-referenced image database is to be considered.

As detailed in Section 6.3, an image database of leaves is constituted with a priori

known classes. This tool gives the degree of belonging to a probable class of objects

for the unknown object used as a query.

6. Experiments

6.1. Contribution of the local approach

To evaluate the benefits of the local approach in the searching process, and the

contribution of navigation as an alternative for image databases access, we carried

out a set of tests on a database of 396 heterogeneous images, containing 12 classes

of 33 images, indexed with the constraint to keep only one OOI per image. The class

of each image corresponds to that of the identified OOI (e.g., horse, palm tree, etc.)

(Fig. 13).

The recall curve is plotted using two types of visual query: each image of the da-

tabase, and images not belonging to the base but containing similar OOI to those

identified in the database. We have compared the marginal and combined use of col-

or, shape, and texture features. Fig. 14 represents the mean value of the Recall pa-

rameter obtained for 396 requests.

For each request, the considered key OOI is an object of interest belonging to one

of the twelve classes. The curve shows that when using color+ shape+ texture com-

bination, the results are better than the use of only one attribute (gain of 15% for

rank 66 which is twice the cardinal of each class). When considered alone, texture

gives the lowest percentage because it is not as discriminate as the other features

for this database.

6.2. Comparison between local and global approaches

On the same database, the comparison of Recall values for local and global ap-

proaches gives a real advantage to the local one. Indeed, if we look at the rank 66

(twice the cardinal of each class), the local approach increases the Recall values by

about 16% (Fig. 15).
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6.3. Contribution of the navigation

The first contribution is the fact that the user does not need a key image. Without

navigation tool, the user must analyze the whole database until he finds an image

being able to be used as a key image. With our navigator, a global and synthetic

vision of the database is offered to the user. The evaluation protocol is as follows:

Fig. 13. The different classes of the database.

Fig. 14. Recall values obtained for different configurations.
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(a) 10 novice users, without knowledge on the image database, are asked to use

the system. Each user is provided with a set of 10 images, randomly selected

from the database.

(b) For each image, we count the number of clicks allowing the user to find it in

the database using the navigator. A way to evaluate the system consists in

counting the number of images displayed to the user, before finding the target

one, as it is proposed by Cox et al. [7]. We have chosen the number of clicks

because the number of displayed images for each click is limited to a maxi-

mum value (15). Considering the test database (396 images), without naviga-

tion system (random browser), one would have to view 198 images (50%)

before finding the target image. For 15 images per iteration, it represents

13.2 clicks on average. Thus we can, on this basis, evaluate the contribution

of such a navigation system, compared with a random browser.

(c) We compute, for each user, three histograms representing the numbers of im-

ages found with less than 5 clicks, between 5 and 15 clicks, and with more than

15 clicks.

(d) The user can change the database structure (different weights for color, shape,

and texture) during navigation, according to the OOI which is selected in each

test image.

Note that before the evaluation, each user tries the navigator during about 5min

in order to learn in details, how to use it.

The evaluation was done with 10 users. Table 1 presents the number of clicks

needed by each of them to reach to the target image. Note that the rows of this table

correspond to 10 target images which were different for each user (random selection).

The search was ended with 15 clicks even if the target image was not found.

When we analyze these very first results in terms of three classes of clicks (<5, be-

tween 5 and 15, and >15), two extreme classes stand out: 60% of the images are

Fig. 15. Recall values obtained with local and global approaches on the database of 396 images (only the

first ranks are presented).
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found with less than 5 clicks (average of 3.14 corresponding to 45 images viewed be-

fore finding the target image), this result is very encouraging, this means that the user

reaches a target image between 396 heterogeneous images with about 3 clicks in av-

erage, instead of 13.2 clicks for the whole database with the random browser. The

complexity, in the number of clicks needed, is logarithmic therefore results should

be even better with a larger database.

About 20% of them cannot be found with less than 15 clicks. For these images,

two remarks can be done:

• Either the annotation (choice of the OOI) is not really adapted to the content.

• Or during the navigation, the user has real difficulties to decide which database

structure he has to privilege (in terms of weights for color, shape, and texture).

Generally, the users choose the color as the dominant feature and 4–5 clicks are

necessary to go through the navigator before they understand that they have, in

fact, to privilege an other feature like the shape for instance. This wrong choice

makes them loose about 5–7 clicks before they can restart a navigation into the

same database differently and correctly structured.

Note that less than 20% of the target images are found between 5 and 10 clicks.

6.4. Identification of the probable class of leaf

A database with 147 different tree-leaf images is considered, and an unknown real

leaf that we digitized thanks to a digital camera is used as request with wc ¼ 0:20,
ws ¼ 0:75, and wt ¼ 0:05. Good identification results are obtained. An example is

shown in Fig. 15. The coefficients D 2 ½0; 1� represent similarity distances of the re-

sulted objects with the key one. The aim of this identification system is to provide

the user with the most probable tree types to which the unknown leaf must belong

(Fig. 16).

According to the search, the two most similar leaves are poplar leaves. The un-

known leaf was indeed recognized by an expert as a Black poplar one, therefore

our test is validated. This test is generalized to 50 other unknown leaves. The most

similar leaf obtained by the identification tool for these test images, corresponded to

the exact tree type in 48 cases.

Table 1

Number of clicks for each user to retrieve the target image

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10

2 11 15 12 7 4 9 12 6 2

4 3 15 5 4 3 12 14 2 2

15 2 15 15 9 1 2 4 2 15

9 15 4 2 2 5 2 2 15 5

3 5 3 4 6 9 15 15 15 15

2 3 3 15 7 5 15 15 4 4

15 7 4 15 4 2 5 4 15 15

8 15 2 3 3 4 15 5 3 4

4 4 2 2 3 6 3 3 3 11

2 4 3 3 15 2 2 15 2 6
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7. Conclusion

The content-based image retrieval system IMALBUM was presented. This color

image indexing and retrieval scheme is based on objects of interest segmentation and

indexing. The proposed system provides several new functionalities to the user:

• The indexing is done with a user-friendly interface. The user has the possibility to

select one or several key regions issued from the segmentation for local content

indexing.

• For the retrieval, the image is automatically segmented and the user can select an

object of interest (OOI) (defined as the union of several segmented regions) to

define precisely his query. The retrieval process then finds all the images of the

database which contain one or several similar OOI.

• A visual navigation tool allows to go through the image database (‘‘surfing’’) when

the user does not have any given object of interest to use as a query. The experi-

ment presented in this study, shows that more than 60% of target images are found

with 3 clicks using the navigator through an experimental heterogeneous database.

• When the image database is composed of well-defined classes of objects as is the

case for the different databases, the semantic content analysis and identification

tool proposes a percentage of belonging to one of these classes for an unknown

object launched as a query. So we have the possibility of associating a semantic

meaning to the query.

We are investigating the possibility of analyzing the semantic meaning of the un-

ion of several objects of interest selected by the user for the same query. We are

also working on the integration of relevance feedback in our process, in order to

dynamically and visually determine the weights for color, texture, and shape fea-

tures. The history of visual navigation path will also lead us to modelize a profile

for the user.

Fig. 16. Similarity distance of nearest database objects.
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